How to find us

From A8 Karlsruhe and A81 Heilbronn
Exit at the Leonberg motorway 3-way intersection and head in the direction Sindelfingen/Böblingen. After a steep woodland section, you pass under the motorway. Keep left in the direction of Sindelfingen. After about 1 km, take a right turn in the direction Maichingen (there is a car park on the left). Keep on the main road and you will automatically find yourself on the Stuttgarter Strasse. After you pass through the “Maichinger Landhaussiedlung” housing estate, you drive under a railway bridge. From here, it is only a few hundred metres to the Schnorr plant. A white high-rise building on the right of the road (number 37) is your destination. We wish you a pleasant journey.

Coming from „München“ A8, Airport Stuttgart and „Singen“ A81
You are on the motorway A81 and take the exit „Sindelfingen-Ost“ (East) direction „Sindelfingen“. Being at first on the „Mahdentalstraße“, than straight on onto the „Neckarstraße“ you will reach the „Hans-Martin-Schleyer-Straße“ and you then orientate by the signpost to „Maichingen“ along the „Fronäcker- und Sindelfinger Straße“. Entering „Maichingen“ you will keep straight on at the first (fork) crossing and you will be on the „Talstraße“. Follow „Talstraße“ until you reach the crossing with „Stuttgarter Straße“. After approx. 200 m you will see a white multi-storey building with No. 37 on your right hand side. This is your destination. We wish you a pleasant journey.